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“I’m known as the vagrant, Sebastian White… Ah! Look, she has released the shot!”

At a position of a hundred meters away from the boundary of the force field, she shot a sword at the force field.
The eyes of the so-called elderly vagrant, Sebastian White, almost popped out of their sockets.

It was because what Aunt Rockefeller shot was not an arrow but a phoenix.

“What a realistic phoenix!”

“How did she do that? If she can perform Chi transformation to this extent, could it be that she has already
surpassed the realm of Martial Honor?”

Aunt Rockefeller’s Fiery Phoenix Bow let out a long, sky piercing cry.

Simultaneously, the Sword of the Universe in Alex’s hand shot a beam of sword light of about ten meters.

“Slash it!”

Wham!

Wham!

Earth-shattering explosions sounded at both sides.

On the surface of Moonlight Lake, water jets once again soared high into the sky, reaching a height of dozens
of meters.

The entire lake surface seemed to be turned upside down by the stir. At the center of the spiritual explosion,
all the small and large boats within the radius of two hundred meters seemed to have met with a tsunami. The
boats were tossed high by the ferocious water waves that soared more than ten meters before falling hard.

Ninety percent of the people fell into the lake. Sixty percent of the boats were cornple tely turned over. All the
onlookers on the shore were dumbfounded.

On the other hand, Alex and Aunt Rockefeller rushed into the force field with a whoosh, without stopping.
The psionic force field in the center of Moonlight Lake, which was laid by the ancestor of the Witch Doctor
Sect using the boat, did not have any effect on them.

“How is this possible?”

The ancestor of the Witch Doctor Sect stood on the bow of the boat, but he frowned.

This force field of psionic formation was the proud product of his years of laborious research. In his mind, this
was already the most powerful spell formation in the world, bar none!

No one should even try to forcibly barge into the force field without his permission. However, he never
expected that the man and the woman before him had managed to do it.

At this moment, the crowd outside found that the center of the lake became invisible once again.

The pervasive mist was everywhere.

Heavy fog had formed earlier, but soon, those heavy fog slowly fell into the lake and disappeared. But now,
the mist got thicker, and it was impossible to see the situation inside at all.

“Mom, are you alright?”

After taking a glance at Brittany using his Third Eye, Alex could tell that she had a slight superficial wound,
but there was no major issue with the rest of her body. He finally let out a sigh of relief. Then, he turned to
look at the ancestor of the Witch Doctor Sect.

“I’m alright! ” Brittany let out a sigh after speaking.

She said, “Alex, you shouldn’t have come here. You can’t defeat him.”

Then, she looked at Aunt Rockefeller, who was floating on the lake’s surface at this moment.

Brittany had never met Aunt Rockefeller before, so she felt strange too. ‘Just from where did my son pick up
this lady? And, her strength is this strong?’

Alex said, “I don’t deserve to be your son if I don’t come!”

At this moment, the ancestor of the Witch Doctor Sect laughed heartily. “Great. That’s great. As expected,
you didn‘t disappoint me. You have actually broken through the psionic formation’s force field that l have
studied for three hundred years. I’m proud of you all.”

Alex and Aunt Rockefeller looked at each other. They used tacit understanding to discuss how to rescue
Brittany.

At this moment, Alex said disdainfully, “You actually studied such a sh*tty formation, which even kids can
handle, for three hundred years. You’ve opened my eyes. It looks like your IQ is not that high!”

The ancestor was furious. “How dare you mock me?! Kneel and beg for my forgiveness!”

Alex asked, “What kind of ancestor are you? The ancestor of zombies? No wonder you can live for three
hundred years.”

At this moment, Guilherme Extraordinaire’s soul suddenly flew out of Alex’s body. Looking at the ancestor,
he said with a surprised expression, “Master Qantas, I didn’t expect you to cultivate yourself into a zombie
and live until now.”

